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Abstract—To allow for high penetration of distributed genera-
tion and alternative energy units, it is critical to minimize the com-
plexity of generator controls and the need for close coordination
across regions. We propose that existing controls be replaced by a
two-tier structure of local control operating within a global context
of situational awareness. Flatness as an extension of controllability
for nonlinear systems is a key to enable planning and optimiza-
tion at various levels of the grid in this structure. In this study,
flatness-based control for automatic generation control (AGC) of
a multi-machine system with high penetration of wind energy is
investigated. The local control tracks the reference phase which
is obtained through economic dispatch at the global control level.
As a result of applying the flatness-based method, the machine
system is decoupled into linear controllable systems in canon-
ical form. Therefore, the control strategy results in a distributed
AGC formulation which is significantly easier to design and imple-
ment compared to conventional AGC. Practical constraints such as
generator ramping rates can be considered in designing the local
controllers. The proposed strategy demonstrates promising perfor-
mance in mitigating frequency deviations and the overall structure
could facilitate operation of other nontraditional generators.

Index Terms—Automatic generation control (AGC), flatness,
frequency regulation, trajectory generation, trajectory tracking,
wind power.

NOMENCLATURE

Rotor electrical angle, in rad (subscript denotes
the th generator).

Rotational speed of rotor, in rad/s.

Machine electrical synchronous speed, in rad/s.

Governor power, in p.u.

Mechanical power, in p.u.

Speed changer position.

Voltage behind reactance, in p.u.
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Machine terminal voltage, in p.u. and rad.

Direct axis transient reactance, in p.u.

Inertia constant, in seconds.

Damping constant, in p.u.

Slope of the machine speed-droop characteristic,
in p.u.

, Governor and turbine time constants in seconds.

Frequency bias setting, in MW/0.1 Hz.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE rapid introduction of wind power has begun to impact
overall power system control, and particularly frequency

control. As a fundamental characteristic of electric power oper-
ations, frequency of the system deviates from its nominal value
due to generation-demand imbalance. Conventional generators,
in which the turbine rotational speed is nearly constant, provide
inertia and governor response against frequency deviations;
however, the speed of a wind turbine is not synchronous with
the grid and is usually controlled to maximize active power
production. Therefore, wind plant power production is not
inherently coupled to the system frequency, and historically,
wind plants have not been required to participate in frequency
regulation. Still, modern wind plants offer limited ability to
contribute in frequency regulation within few seconds after loss
of generation [1]. With increased penetration of wind energy,
system operators have begun to study the performance of the
primary frequency response. The California ISO frequency
response study shows that the reduced system inertia due to
penetration of wind units has an impact on the initial rate of
change of frequency but it has little impact on the severity of
the frequency excursion and settling frequency. Inertia controls
from wind generation can significantly improve the frequency
nadir but they do relatively little to correct a shortage in the
amount of available response. Unlike inertial response, wind
plant governor like control will significantly improve frequency
nadir and settling frequency. This control requires the wind
plants to work below available power [2]. According to the
investigation of wind generation penetration in the ERCOT
market, the percentage increase in regulation requirements has
been found to be equal to the percentage wind penetration on
a capacity basis. The regulation needs increase much more for
certain times of the year [3]. Another assessment of frequency
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control considered changing a fraction of the online turbine ca-
pacity that provides primary and secondary control. This study
showed that adequate reserve to cover expected variations of
wind power is not sufficient on its own. In fact, proper dynamic
characteristics and control capabilities are as important as the
level of reserves [4].
The amount of secondary control response capability

required and the rate at which it must be delivered have his-
torically been functions of the daily load forecast, allowance
for error in the forecast, and provision for contingencies. The
introduction of variable resources clearly adds a new and
potentially large component to the requirement for secondary
response with respect to both amount and rate of delivery.
The correct operation of the system for load frequency control
(LFC) to handle as much as possible of the imperfection results
in minimizing the use of primary response capability [4]. If
secondary control is exhausted due to wind, solar or load
variability, the actions of primary frequency control will reduce
primary frequency response capability for responding to the
faults [2]. Secondary control action is based on the assump-
tion that frequency error throughout a balancing authority is
identical. This assumption may not be well suited for systems
with high wind penetration because larger imbalances may
occur at locations with high installed wind capacity [5]. On the
other hand, improvements in wide area measurements allow
for more distributed secondary control. Thus, a high proportion
of wind powered generation will require renewed attention to
secondary control capability.
AGC, secondary frequency control, has been conventionally

performed by integrating the area control error (ACE), which
acts on the load reference settings of the governors. The inte-
gral of square error (ISE) is used in [6] to find the optimum
gain for the controller. Performance of other classical control
methods such as proportional-integral (PI), integral-derivative
(ID), proportional-integral-derivative (PID) and integral-double
derivative (IDD) controllers is investigated in [7]. All these ap-
proaches are adequate for the traditional centralized system con-
trols but suffer from the need for careful coordination of local
controllers with overall system objectives.
In the present study, a flatness-based approach is applied to

multi-machine AGC. The performance of the proposed control
system is investigated in presence of penetration of wind gen-
eration. Flat systems were first introduced by Fliess [8] using
the formalism of differential algebra. In differential algebra, a
system is viewed as a differential field generated by a set of vari-
ables. The system is said to be flat if one can find a set of vari-
ables, called the flat outputs, such that the system is algebraic
over the differential field generated by the set of flat outputs.
The flatness-based approach is well adopted to control systems
in two levels of planning, trajectory generation, and tracking the
desired trajectories. In the proposed structure, the -machine
system is split into linear controllable systems. Consequently,
the control strategy is significantly easier to implement relative
to conventional AGC. The flatness property of synchronous ma-
chines is introduced in [9] and applied to a single machine con-
nected to infinite bus. The approach is extended in this work
to establish a two-tier structure in a multi-machine system to
control the frequency and tie-line power flow considering the

overall system reliability, speed, and robustness. In local con-
trol, individual components and individual loads operate in a
manner to follow some desired trajectory based on local obser-
vations. The global control, on the other hand, refers to the de-
sired trajectory which is determined by the context of the overall
system needs.

II. FLAT SYSTEMS
When a system is flat, it is an indication that the nonlinear

structure of the system is well characterized and one can exploit
that structure in designing control algorithms for motion plan-
ning, trajectory generation, and stabilization. One major prop-
erty of differential flatness is that the state and input variables
can be directly expressed in terms of the flat output and a finite
number of its derivatives. In other words, a system is flat if we
can find a set of flat outputs (equal in number to the number of
inputs) such that all states and inputs can be determined from
these outputs without integration [10].
Consider

(1)

The dynamic feedback linearizability of (1) means the existence
of a regular dynamic compensator

(2)

and a diffeomorphism

(3)

such that (1) and (2), whose dimensional dynamics is
given by

(4)

becomes, according to (3), a constant linear controllable system
.

Up to a static state feedback and a linear invertible change
of coordinates, this linear system may be written in Brunovsky
canonical form

(5)

Then it can be deduced that

(6)

where corresponds symbolically to
and the same for

[8], [11].
The dynamic feedback (2) is said to be endogenous if and

only if, the converse holds, i.e., if and only if, any component
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of can be expressed as a real-analytic function of and and
a finite number of its derivatives

(7)

A dynamics (1) which is linearizable via such an endogenous
feedback is said to be (differentially) flat; is called a linearizing
or flat output.
The flatness property may be very useful when dealing with

trajectories: from the trajectories, and trajectories are im-
mediately deduced. These properties permit a straightforward
open loop path tracking. The equivalence of the flat system with
a controllable linear system via an endogenous feedback yields
a feedback stabilization of the desired trajectory. Precisely, ac-
cording to the flat output properties, system trajectories joining
a collection of points with given velocities, acceleration, jerks,
etc., are easily generated. This replaces difficult dynamical com-
putations by statistical interpolation techniques [12].

A. Trajectory Generation

Due to flat outputs properties, all trajectories sat-
isfying the system differential equation can be interpreted in
terms of the flat output and its derivatives (6). Considering the
problem of steering from an initial state to a final state, the com-
ponents of the flat output are parameterized by

(8)

where are basic functions. Thus, the
problem of steering from an initial state to reduces
to find the coefficient in the following system of equations:

(9)

It is observed that the problem reduces to solving simple alge-
braic equations. The multidimensional case follows by repeat-
edly applying the one-dimensional case, since the algorithm is
decoupled in the component of the flat output [10], [13].

B. Trajectory Tracking

In a flat system, tracking the desired trajectory is ensured
using the fact that the flat system is equivalent to a trivial
system by endogenous dynamic feedback. By setting

, it suffices then to set

(10)

with appropriate gain matrix and
the error term in this equation. Linear control methods such

as pole-placement and linear quadratic regulator (LQR) can be
applied to find the coefficients. Similar to trajectory gener-
ation for multidimensional case, trajectory tracking follows by
repeatedly applying the one-dimensional case [10], [13].

III. FREQUENCY REGULATION
System frequency deviates from the nominal setting when-

ever there is imbalance between generation and load. The im-
balance will be drawn from the kinetic energy stored in the ro-
tating masses of the generators. Local governor control is the
primary control loop to ensure balance. In order to maintain
system frequency at the nominal value and schedules between
control areas, a secondary control loop, AGC, coordinates the
unit raise and lower signals.

A. Conventional AGC
The supplemental control serves several functions, including:

restoration of the nominal frequency, maintenance of the sched-
uled interchanges between authority areas and provision for the
economic dispatch of units. The coordination among areas is
achieved by defining the so called ACE. A frequency bias set-
ting, , is multiplied by the frequency deviation, , which
is subtracted from the deviation of tie flows to obtain ACE. The
ACE is integrated over time and this signal is used to deter-
mine the generator set points. The control center gathers the
relevant frequency and power flow information, calculates the
ACE and sends the appropriate set point adjustments for each of
the units on AGC. Therefore, set point controls are discrete. In
North America, the AGC signals are fed to the units typically,
about once every 2–4 s [14]. Economic dispatch is performed
once every 5 min to calculate plant based points and partici-
pation factors for plants on secondary control. Conventionally,
each control area of an interconnected system is controlled in
a similar manner, but independently of the other control areas.
That is, the control of generation in the interconnected system
is “area-wise decentralized” [15].

B. Governor-Turbine-Generator Model
Considering the governor-prime-mover-rotating mass/load

model block diagram in [16], a multi-machine system to an-
alyze AGC performance can be described by a fourth-order
model in (11)–(14). Since the focus of this study is only on
frequency response, it is appropriate to assume that the voltage
regulator and other dynamics within the machine are fast
compared to the phenomena of interest [17]:

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

In this model, the active power output at the generator internal
nodes is stated as a function of terminal voltage, voltage behind
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the reactance and [18]. Terminal voltagemagnitude and angle
depend on the network equations. Since the flux decay dynamics
are neglected, terminal voltage can be calculated using algebraic
equations.
Speed changer position, , is conventionally calculated

through integration of ACE. The main challenge in this method
is the design of the integral controller and the coordination
across areas. This becomes more challenging in the presence of
wind farms in the system as the energy generated by these units
varies rapidly, which may result in misleading ACE signals.

IV. FLATNESS-BASED AGC
Based on (11)–(14) and considering

as the flat output set, the flat outputs and their derivative up
to degree four for a multi-machine system can be derived as
follows:

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

The algebraic relations between the state variables, input, flat
outputs and their derivatives, verify that is the flat output in
this system as stated in (15)–(18). The algebraic functions ,
and can be defined as follows:

(19)

(20)

where and . Therefore, the
compensator for the system in each area can be defined as

(21)

where and . According to (21), one sees
that the dynamics of a multi-machine system can be split into
linear controllable subsystems. The trajectory generation and

the asymptotic tracking of the desired trajectory, rotor angle, is
studied in the following to find the control input, , for each
subsystem.

A. Trajectory Generation for Multi-Machine AGC System
An important role of AGC is to allocate generation so that

each power source is loaded most economically [15]. In this
study, economic dispatch is performed to find the desired op-
erating points. Note that this can be replaced by other methods
depending on the system’s overall needs. The desired operating

point has to be updated at frequent intervals in order to follow
load changes and wind generation variations. Here, intervals
of 5 min are considered for economic dispatch as it is used in
conventional AGC. The reference points and participation fac-
tors are sent to generators every 5 minutes and a smooth tra-
jectory is then planned locally. The planning method described
in Section II-A is deployed to generate the optimum path to be
followed by trajectory tracking control. Within the five minute
intervals, the reference values for rotor angle are updated such
that each generator contributes in frequency regulation based on
its participation factor. The desired operating point determines
the participation factors.
Although the operating points in the system are updated every

5 min, significant wind power changes may occur in the interval
and cause the system to deviate from the desired trajectory. In
this situation, the trajectory can be updated locally by solving
simple algebraic equations to keep the system at the new desired
trajectory. The trajectory can be updated regularly, e.g., approx-
imately every minute or whenever the deviation from trajectory
is larger than a specific value.

B. Trajectory Tracking for Multi-Machine AGC System
The gain matrix, , in (10) should be designed to restore the

nominal frequency and track the scheduled net interchange with
desired performance characteristics. Individual units tracking
the desired trajectory generated in Section IV-A will guarantee
overall system performance. The trivial system of (21) for each
area is the key to achieve tracking of the desired trajectory. In
general any simple linear control method can be applied to find
the gain. In this work, the LQR method is employed which al-
lows consideration of practical constraints related to AGC [19].
The obtained leads to asymptotic tracking of the desired

trajectory. The practical constraints considered in this study are:
• Generator ramping rate constraint (GRC) which limits the
rate of generation increase/decrease. In LQR method, this
constraint can be considered by choosing a large value for
, which is representative of cost of the control.

• Raise/lower signals are sent to the governor every 2 s.
Therefore, continuous optimal control may not be optimal
for the system in practice. In order to design the digital con-
trol law for this continuous time systems, the flat system is
discretized using 2-s samples. The discretization process
assumes that the control input to the continuous plant
is switched only at times and it is held constant between
switchings [19]. In North America, AGC is typically exe-
cuted once every 2 to 4 s. However, the control action in
flatness approach is based on local measurements and due
to a large sampling rate of modern units, measurement does
not restrict the frequency of sending controller signal. In
the other words, the control signal can be sent to governor
as frequent as the governor limits allow.

C. Summary of Approach
Fig. 1 shows the schematic control diagram of the proposed

approach. Desired operating points are determined at the global
level control using the economic dispatch or other methods,
while the trajectory is generated at the local control level. Rotor
angle and frequency are the quantities requiring monitoring in
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Fig. 1. Flatness-based control block diagram.

this scheme. Due to the lack of a direct measurement of rotor
angle, this parameter is assumed estimated using the measure-
ments of a phasor measurement unit (PMU) [20]. In this study,
rotor angle is estimated based on the terminal voltage angle and
generator active and reactive powers as shown in (22) and (23):

(22)

(23)

The measured and estimated quantities are compared with the
reference values and the control signal is generated through a
trajectory tracking approach at the generator level. In summary,
the planning is performed at the global level and the trajectory
is generated and tracked locally using closed loop control.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the proposed flatness-based AGC is evaluated
on a 3-area, 10-machine and the 39-bus system shown in Fig. 2
and is compared with conventional AGC [21]. The total load in
this system is assumed to be 5.483 GW and economic dispatch
is performed to find the scheduled active power generation. In
order to evaluate the performance of the controller in presence
of penetration of wind energy, the wind power profile shown
in Fig. 3 is applied to the test system. The wind power has an
average value of 500MW and the fluctuations are about of
the average power. Frequency deviation in frequency domain,
considering spatial filtering of geographically dispersed wind
turbines in a wind farm, is used to generate this wind power
profile [22]. Two scenarios are studied:
• Scenario 1: 10% penetration of wind power generation in
area 2.

• Scenario 2: 20% penetration of wind power generation in
areas 1 and 2.

Based on the Western Wind and Solar Integration Study
(WWSIS) results, the addition of every 3 MW of wind gener-
ation was accomplished with a 2-MW de-commitment and a
1-MW reduction in other generation. Therefore for 500-MW
additional wind production, the 2/3 de-commitment objective
is 333 MW and the 1/3 re-dispatch objective is 167 MW.
De-commitment of the thermal units reduces the contribution
of these units in frequency regulation, while dispatching down

Fig. 2. 10-generator, 39-bus test system.

Fig. 3. Wind power (p.u.)—base is 100 MVA.

gives more headroom for secondary control [1]. The original
dispatching, the updated dispatching related to scenarios 1 and
2 and generator data are displayed in Table I.
Note in the flatness approach the control areas would not nec-

essarily be the same as today’s balancing areas. Smaller bal-
ancing areas can be selected to improve the controller perfor-
mance in presence of large scale wind generation at no addi-
tional cost of monitoring. The changes in the planning and tra-
jectory generation are investigated in Section V-C.
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TABLE I
GENERATOR DISPATCH IN P.U. (BASE IS 100 MVA)

Fig. 4. Frequency deviation with conventional (dash line) and flattness_based
(solid line) with 10% penetration.

A. Scenario 1

In this scenario, the wind power profile is added in area 2,
which is about of the total load. Fig. 4 displays the average
frequency deviations in each area. The total mechanical power
values in each area are shown in Fig. 5. Tie line flow deviations
from the scheduled values are display in Fig. 6. As observed,
the flatness approach results in improved performance in miti-
gating both the frequency and tie flow deviations while the me-
chanical power changes do not excess the ramping rate limits
of the generators. Comparison of frequency deviations and tie
flow deviations in three areas shows that, with flatness-based
approach the control actions occur primarily in the area where
the wind farm is located. In other words, the wind power fluc-
tuations are damped locally. It is worth mentioning that in the
flatness-based approach, the average of the frequency in areas is
only calculated for clear presentation. As stated in Section IV-C,
the frequency is measured locally and compared with a refer-
ence value for each generator.

Fig. 5. Mechanical power with conventional (dash line) and flattness_based
(solid line) with 10% penetration.

Fig. 6. Tie flow with conventional (dash line) and flattness_based (solid line)
with 10% penetration.

B. Scenario 2

In this scenario, a wind farm is in both areas 1 and 2. The
average frequency deviations in each area, total mechanical
power values in each area and tie flow fluctuations are shown
in Figs. 7–9. The first observation is that higher penetration of
wind power results in greater frequency and tie flow deviations
in the system. Also, comparison of the two scenarios shows
that the effectiveness of the flatness-based approach is more
noticeable with the higher penetration of wind power.
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Fig. 7. Frequency deviation with conventional (dash line) and flattness_based
(solid line) with 20% penetration.

Fig. 8. Mechanical power with conventional (dash line) and flattness_based
(solid line) with 20% penetration.

C. Planning
Simulation results shown in Section V-A and B are assumed

to be performed in 5-min intervals with a constant desired oper-
ating point. In this section, the concept of trajectory generation
that reflects the system needs is demonstrated. Two generators in
area 2 are re-dispatched so that the scheduled value for generator
5 is decreased by 0.2 p.u. and the scheduled value for generator
7 is increased by the same amount. Fig. 10 shows two different
trajectories, one with a step change in the rotor angle trajectory
and the other one based on generating a smooth trajectory. The
actual rotor angles are also shown in the same figure. Fig. 11
displays the frequency deviations in two generators related to

Fig. 9. Tie flow with conventional (dash line) and flattness_based (solid line)
with 20% penetration.

Fig. 10. Rotor angles and trajectories in Area 2.

two trajectories. It is observed that the smooth trajectories re-
sult in improved frequency and rotor angle deviations and the
controller tracks the desired trajectories well. The lower devia-
tions decrease the control effort required to keep the system at
the desired operating point.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a flatness-based method to control fre-

quency and power flow for multi-area power systems. The two
level control consisting of trajectory generation and trajectory
tracking replaces conventional AGC. This approach can also re-
place conventional area based frequency control. As an impor-
tant feature of the proposed approach, the set of nonlinear equa-
tions corresponding to an -machine system is decoupled into
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Fig. 11. Frequency deviation in Area 2.

linear controllable sub-systems. Therefore, the proposed AGC
is easier to design and implement. Local linear controllers are
designed for each sub-system to maintain the frequency at nom-
inal value and to keep power flows near scheduled values. The
main requirement is the availability of PMUmeasurements. The
flatness-based control method demonstrates promising perfor-
mance in mitigating frequency and tie-line flow deviation. This
approach also provides a platform for non-conventional units to
contribute to load following and frequency control.
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